Please note:

The contents of this CD are strictly confidential. Unless you are an intended recipient, then you must not read or in any way, deal with or retain this CD or the information it contains. The intended recipient(s) must only use, and may only deal with, the information contained in this CD, to the minimum extent necessary to fulfil the purpose for which the information is provided.

The sole purpose of this CD is to enhance respiratory protection through making this data available to improve correct usage and standards of respiratory equipment.

The data on this CD is the property of SEA and has been professionally collected.

All the equipment tested has been identically tested using same test equipment and environment.

The software used is the property of SEA

The main software is not on this CD; a viewer only version is on the CD.

The software viewers are beta versions.

The software has to be manually copied from the CD to a hard disk then if an early version of windows is used the files has to be changed from read only....

FITTEST  (testing of user and equipment)

Run by double click on FitTest.exe if no data available Select FILE IMPORT from Itest directory after import completed close and re start program.

PERFORMANCE TEST  (testing of equipment in a laboratory and using breathing machine)

Run by double click on PerformanceTest.exe: there are two databases available

1 Filters and masks
2 Suits

To change between databases select settings then database folder